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Prosodic Breakdowns and
Strategies for Intervention

Learning Objectives
• Describe what Prosody is
• List the types of prosodic errors that are
typical in CAS and why they occur
• Describe three ways to analyze Prosody
• Discuss how to plan intervention throughout
the therapy process to address Prosody

What is Prosody?

• Use of the non‐segmental vocal aspects of
speech for linguistic purposes
• Rule‐Based
• Musical line of speech
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Prosodic Features
Rhythm

Stress

Intonation

Tone of
Voice
Junction

Prosody in CAS

Prosodic Breakdowns in CAS?
Equal stress on each syllable
Pauses between syllables and words
Incorrect stress
Weak syllable deletion
Adding in extra syllables
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Why?
• Why do these prosodic breakdowns exist in CAS?
– Temporal planning
– Reduced importance of motor plan parameters related to prosody?
– Have to break up longer sequences in order to have less complex
motor plans (leads to segmentation)
– Can’t control pitch and loudness
– Can’t plan and execute the plan quickly enough to handle the fast
articulation of saying 2‐3 syllables within one beat in the rhythm of
the sentence.

STRESS

Types of Stress
• Lexical Stress
– A certain syllable is stressed in each word

• Sentential/Semantic Stress
– Specific words are stressed in a sentence

• Emphatic Stress
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Features manipulated to mark
stress:
Pitch

Loudness

Duration

Pause

STRESS TIMED VS. SYLLABLE
TIMED LANGUAGES

Stress Timed Language (English)
• Sentences have long and short syllables.
• Stressed syllables occur at approximately even intervals in
the sentence.
• Words of importance get stressed.
• Each stressed syllable gets the same duration while the
unstressed syllables all have to just fit into the space in
between.
• Unstressed words are often produced much less precisely.
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Examples of “short” and “long”
sentences:
• Counting on the beat
– 1234
– 1 and 2 and 3 and 4
– 1 and then a 2 and then a 3 and then a 4

• Sentence
– Frogs eat flies.
– The frogs eat flies.
– The frogs eat the flies.
– The frogs will eat the flies.

Imprecise speech due to the
stress timed nature of English:
• “To the” become

In “I’m going

to go to the store.”
• “I’m going to” becomes “I’m gonna” which
actually is usually said as

Syllable Timed Language

• All syllables have the same duration
• French, Spanish, Cantonese, Turkish
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Pauses

CO‐
ARTICULATION/SEGMENTATION

The Pause Marker (PM)
• A suggested diagnostic marker, for CAS, proposed by
Shriberg et al.
• Calculates the number of between word pauses out of
the total number of between words junctures.
• This group suggests that if over 5% of word junctures
have a pause (4 types of pauses), then a diagnosis of
CAS is appropriate.

Rules of Co‐Articulation
• Make clear the rules that guide how we
produce phonemes in the context of other
phonemes within and between words in
connected speech.
• Described by Kaye Giesecke
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Rules of Co‐Articulation
• Vowel to Vowel
– Within words
• diphthongs
• /j/ insertions: “music”
– Across words
• Glide movement with the tongue: /j/ transitions (“I am”)
• Glide movement with the lips: /w/ transition (“you are” &
“go in”)

Rules of Co‐Articulation
• Consonant to Vowel
– Consonants that don’t require the lips or teeth should be produced
with the lip shape of the vowel that they move into.
– Final consonants that move into a vowel should always be blended
into that vowel (almost becoming the initial consonant of that vowel)

• Vowel to Consonant
– We do not release our plosives at the end of an utterance (ex., “jump
up”, “eat it”)

Rules of Co‐Articulation
• Consonant to Consonant
– When a word ends with the same sound that the following
word begins, we only say the sound one time. “I want to.”

– When cognates are back to back across words, the second
sound takes over and the first is either unreleased or
totally disappears. “Good to know” “size six”
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Rules of Co‐Articulation
• Consonant to consonant cont…
– When back to back sounds are similar in place and
manner, the second sound takes over. “horse shoe”,
“dress shop”
– When sounds are next to each other, a voiced sound
will follow a voiced sound and a voiceless sound
follows a voiceless sound. “hugs”, “cooked”,
“shoved”

• When two ‘T’s are back to back across syllables or
words, we produce ’T’ in a variety of ways:
• flap, glottal stop

– When three consonants are back to back across
words, the second consonant takes the voicing of
the third. “bags tipped”

Analyzing Prosody
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Analyzing Prosody

• Listening to Spontaneous Language
– Is there segmentation?
– Is there equal and excess stress on syllables?
– Is there any marking of semantic stress?

Measuring Pauses (segmentation)
• Measure % of between word pauses out of the total
number of between word junctures (or syllables if
necessary)
– Record a Connected speech sample
– Count every pause and divide it by total number of word
junctures
– Write a goal to reduce the percentage of between word
(or between syllable) pauses used

Measuring Stress Accuracy
• Audio record a connected speech sample (or sentence repetition
task if preferred)
– Make a subjective judgement of lexical stress accuracy for polysyllabic
words (Accurate or not) and calculate the percentage of accuracy for
Lexical Stress.
– Listen to sentences as a whole and make a subjective judgement
regarding prosodic naturalness or sentential stress of each sentence.
• Can use Yes/No
• Can use a rating scale (1,2,3)
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Segmental Accuracy Rating

• Percent Consonants Correct

Analyzing Prosody

• Dynamic Evaluation of Motor Speech Skill
(DEMSS). Edythe Strand & Rebecca McCauley
• Semantic Stress games

Intervention for
Atypical Prosody
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Prosodic Co‐Articulation Therapy

• It is not a peer reviewed intervention approach.
• It is a plan, based on clinical experience, that compiles
interventions addressing Prosody and helps you to think
about when each intervention technique may be most useful.

This is Caleb

Caleb current video
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Caleb’s sentence

• “I sitting in the middle of the table.”

PHASE I

Phase I
• Rapport and vocal play
– Entice attempts at speech and facilitate as tolerated
– Keep it in natural play and repetitive stories, & songs
– Sounds in Songs
– Teach Parents the importance of speaking with natural prosody
– Encourage Singing at home or music classes like Music Together
– Humming & Singing songs with vocables (“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” with
only “nanananananana”)
– Teach parents the importance of empowering their child through talking
– Play games with pitch, loudness, & duration
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Playing with Prosodic Features
•

Starting and stopping the voice

•

Voicing with the mouth open and closed

•

Play with Big and Small movements (whole body down to mouth)

•

Play with a quiet animal and a noisy animal

•

Play with emotions of puppets or toys

•

Have a puppet with a high voice and a low voice

•

Practice pitch slides with toys that move up and down along a string or a slide

•

Use markers or paint to draw long and short lines. Vocalize while drawing long
lines and short dots

Pitch change video Caleb

PHASE II
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Phase II
• Increase syllable and word structures with a Co‐articulation
and stress focus
– Practice movement gestures
– Increase phonemic repertoire
– Manipulate rate and VOT to assist
– Co‐Articulation
• Lips prepared for vowels
• Practice movement gestures with careful attention to co‐articulation
• Think about rules of co‐articulation by Kaye Giesecke
– Stress (Lexical & Semantic/Emphatic)

Phase II
• Use Dynamic Temporal and Tactile Cueing
(DTTC) by Edythe Strand or a modified
version of DTTC with an increased focus on
Co‐articulation and Stress.
• Use rhythmic books and songs as a context to
embed targets.

Blending two syllable words
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Blending two word phrases

Prosody in two word phrases

Lexical stress practice
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PHASE III

Phase III
• Practicing talking at a sentence level
– Still increasing phonemic repertoire
– Still using DTTC for common points of breakdown in speech sound
production
– Increased focus on Co‐articulation
– Increased focus on Stress
– Increased focus on language
– Using DTTC with sentence level targets and then embedding those
sentences into stress games and finally into more natural contexts for
practice (books, puppet & toy play, songs)

Phase III: sentence level
intervention
• Prosodic co‐articulation therapy at the sentence level (semi‐natural
contexts with focused practice using DTTC style cuing as needed)
– Fix the sentence
– Answering questions with target sentence
– Book reading with a repeating sentence
– Practicing sentences as they come up (cautiously)

• Focus on grammar targets as you create your sentences when the child is
ready to mix targets
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Caleb’s Errors
• Vowels

• Consonant clusters

• Diphthongs

• Syllable Segmentation

• Vowel to vowel
transitions (within and
across words)
• /l, r/, ‘sh’, ‘ch’, ‘j’, & voiced
and voiceless ‘th’

• Stress (Lexical and
Semantic)
• Some phonological
• Syllable reduction

Caleb’s Targets
• Boy (voice, toy, oh boy)

• Octopus

• Dad (my dad, my dad is

• Fast

happy)
• Can (you can, I can, Can
I come too?)
• Banana

• Music (cute)
• My mommy is coming.
• Aiden has a toy.
• What do you see?

Sentential Stress Practice
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Sentence Practice in the context of a book

PHASE IV

Phase IV
• Talking conversationally in complete sentences
but with pauses and equal stress (residual
errors, transcoding errors)
• Not using specific targets as much as working
toward handling the constant variability that
the language demands of our motor system
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Phase IV Treatments
• Dynamic Tactile Temporal Cuing (DTTC)
• Electro‐palatography (residual /r/)

• Rapid Syllable Transition
– Co‐Articulation, Transcoding, Lexical Stress

• Prosodic Co‐Articulation Therapy
– Explicit Teaching of Co‐Articulations Rules
– Explicit teaching of Stress
– Music, Syncopated Rhythms, Chants
– Semantic and emphatic Stress games
– Co‐reading, drama/short plays, repetitive scripts in games

Laboisif

RAPID SYLLABLE TRANSITION

Rapid Syllable Transition (ReST)
• Ballard, K.J., Robin, D.A., McCabe, P. & McDonald, J.
(2010)
• Sydney Australia
• A peer reviewed program with efficacy
• Website that provides a manual, videos, word lists…
(www.Sydney.edu.au/health‐
sciences/rest/index.shtml)
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Rapid Syllable Transition
• Involves the imitation of 2 and 3 syllable nonsense words in
isolation or in a carrier phrase.
• Focuses on:
– Accurate production and sequence of sounds (Sounds)
– Accurate lexical stress (beats)
– Co‐articulating the sounds (smoothness)

• It is a very structured and intense program with many productions
and controlled feedback to facilitate self evaluation.

Target: ”Laboisif”

USING BOOKS
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Use of books
• Many books have rhythm and repetition.
• You can do a large group activity with a book and add in the focus on
stress and rhythm
• Can use books at every phase as long as the target is appropriate for the
child
• Joint book reading allows the child to match your prosody.
• More complex books can be used as the child is old enough to read them.
• Make short plays out of the stories.
• Use DTTC to practice points of breakdown in the lines.

Target: ”Go Away”

Nicketty Nackety Noo Noo Noo
(Joy Cowley)
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USING SONGS

Using Songs
• Songs have the rhythm already built into them
• Most kids love music (some are not ready to deal with this
level of prosodic control but they can still participate with a
single short target or they can simply experience the
rhythm with some visual and kinesthetic cueing to help
them feel the rhythm.
• Some songs actually have beautiful co‐articulation build
right into them.

Final sentence cloze in songs
• Baby Bumble Bee (bee, me)
• Down by the Bay (Bay, home, go, say)
• 5 Little monkeys swinging in the tree (me, be)
• “Brown Bear Brown Bear” to tune of “Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star” (see, me)
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Stressed Out
• “Wish we could turn back time, to the
good old days
• “When the mama sang us to sleep when I was
stressed out.”

USING SHORT PLAYS

Short Plays
• Reading A to Z (Readers’ theater)
• Mo Willems (books in short play)
• A Folkmanis Puppet Play
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“Fiona is sad”
•

Made up short play addressing vowel to vowel transitions.

•

Each line was purposefully chosen to be quite simple and to include vowel to
vowel transitions.

•

As we practiced each line, the child earned pieces to create the props for the play
that we put on at the end of the term. She also practiced other targets while
creating her props and backdrop.

•

We used DTTC style cueing to address the points of breakdown (slowing rate and
building it back up, co‐articulations, visual/tactile/kinesthetic cues, Imitation,
Delayed Imitation)

•

I ended up turning this into a musical because the sing song technique helped
with the co‐articulation.

”Fiona is Sad”
• F: Hi. I am Fiona. Who are you?
• S: I am Sonja. Why are you crying?
• F: I am sad. I lost my petals. Can you help me find them?
• S: Yes. I can help you.
• F: I want my red petal. Do you see it?
• S: I see it. It is on the Piano.
• F: Oh. It fell off when I was playing music.
• S: Can you play music?

Repetitive Scripts in games
•

•

Go fish
–

Do you have a ______

–

No, I don’t have a _____

–

I’m going fishing

Peg Leg
–

•

•

I’m drawing a card

–

I’m discarding a ______

–

I’m picking up a ______

Secret Square
–

Does it have ______

–

Is it under the ______

Guess who
–

Does your person have _____

–

No, my person does not have _______
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THE END
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